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Call for papers: workshop Legal Aspects of International Corporate Social Responsibility
Sneakers, fuel, coffee, smartphones. Many of (the commodities for) our daily products are being
produced abroad. Sometimes these production activities take place under conditions that in the
Netherlands we would consider unacceptable. This raises ethical, political and legal questions. What is
the scope of the social responsibility of the Western society-based internationally operating business
enterprises that have these products manufactured in less developed countries, often at low cost, and put
them on the market here? Are they under an obligation to prevent their activities from causing damage to
people and the planet in the host states involved? How far down into the supply chain does this obligation
reach and what legal means do they have at their disposal to make sure that their local subsidiaries or
supply chain partners live up to their responsibilities, as well? And if damage does arise, under what
circumstances can these business enterprises be held liable for this before courts in their Western society
home states?
Over the past two decades, there has been increasing socio-political debate in many Western societies
over the potentially detrimental impacts of the activities of internationally operating business enterprises
on people and the planet abroad. These debates have been fueled by incidents such as the April 2013
Rana Plaza-disaster, in which the collapse of a Bangladeshi factory building caused by sub-standard
construction resulted in the deaths of over a thousand factory workers, many of whom were
manufacturing garments for European retailers. Companies are facing growing scrutiny by policymakers,
NGOs and the media over the impacts of their operations overseas, as well as increasing socio-political
pressure to ensure that similar (minimum) standards are adopted throughout their groups and supply
chains. There is also rising pressure on Western society policymakers to come up with regulatory
measures aimed at promoting international corporate social responsibility, sustainable development and
business respect for human rights. In several European countries, binding rules have been introduced
relating to the human rights and environmental impacts of the activities of internationally operating
business enterprises abroad. At the same time, the number of legal proceedings being initiated before
courts in Europe relating to corporate accountability for harm caused to people and planet in developing
host countries, is rising rapidly.
These developments raise a wide variety of legal issues among policymakers, legal practitioners and
legal scholars, as well as among the main stakeholders involved: Western society-based internationally
operating business enterprises and those who are detrimentally affected by their operations. Proposals
for new regulatory measures – like a ban in the Netherlands on items produced by child labour or the
Swiss Responsible Business Initiative – require an assessment of their legal merits and consequences,
their interaction with existing legal and non-legal mechanisms, their expected impact on the behaviour of
the (corporate) actors they seek to regulate, and their potential side-effects. Existing measures – like the
EU Conflict Minerals Regulation or the French law on devoir de vigilance – require an assessment of their
impact and effectiveness, and of the need for supporting or alternative regulatory interventions. Judicial
decisions in relevant cases – like the Dutch Shell Nigeria case and the French COMILOG case – require
an assessment of their legal merits and consequences, and their impact on future case law both at home
and abroad. Measures adopted by corporate actors themselves – like the introduction of human rights
due diligence procedures, of contractual clauses relating to the CSR-performance of supply chain
partners or of company-level grievance mechanisms – require an assessment of their legal basis and
consequences, their ideal set-up and ambit, their effectiveness, and possible unwanted side-effects.
Junior and senior researchers are invited to submit abstracts for papers dealing with these or related
topics. Abstracts (500 words max.) should be sent to Liesbeth Enneking (enneking@law.eur.nl) by 8
September 2017. Contributions will be selected on the basis of quality, topical relevance, originality and
the need to ensure a good spread of different areas of law and participating institutions. Final papers
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(10,000 words maximum, including footnotes) should be submitted by 15 November 2017. A selection of
papers will be published in a special issue of the Erasmus Law Review.

